SUPERLIGHT
Superlight balances the demands of both workplace and home with
a combination of minimal form and maximal function. Superlight is a
task light reduced to its essence. A gestural line in space resulting in
a precise yet playful structure defying gravity with an appearance of
near weightlessness. Superlight achieves fluid, sweeping movement
in every direction with a full 3-axis range of motion providing warm,
glare-free LED light exactly where you need it. Superlight is available
as a desk, floor, wall, clamp or grommet mounted fixture.
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SUPERLIGHT TABLE
DESCRIPTION
Superlight balances the demands of both workplace
and home with a combination of minimal form and
maximal function. Superlight is a task light reduced
to its essence. A gestural line in space resulting in
a precise yet playful structure defying gravity with
an appearance of near weightlessness. Superlight
achieves fluid, sweeping movement in every direction
with a full 3-axis range of motion providing warm,
glare-free LED light exactly where you need it.
Superlight is available as a desk, floor, wall, clamp or
grommet mounted fixture.
FIXTURE TYPE
Table
LIGHT SOURCE
High-output LED array
PRODUCT CODES
Superlight Table (White):
Superlight Table (Black):

SUPE TBL WHT_EU
SUPE TBL BLK_EU

LIGHT CONTROL
Touch Switch
FEATURES
3-axis rotation at each joint
Ultra-light minimal frame
4 colored base pads
Advanced LED array eliminates multiple shadows
Ships flat-packed
Full-range dim
SPECIFICATIONS
Voltage: 100/240V 50-60Hz
Power comsumption: 8.5W
Color temperature: 3000K
Luminosity: 700 Lumens
Luminaire efficacy: 81 Lumens/watt
Color rendition index: 85+
50K hour lifespan
Cord length: 9’ (274cm)
Global multi-plug adapter available
1 year warranty
CERTIFICATIONS

PACKAGING WEIGHT AND DIMENSIONS
Superlight Table: 8.3LBS 28’’ X 9’’ X 3.5’’
3.7KGS
71cm X 23cm X 9cm
NOTES
Custom requests can be considered on volume orders
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SUPERLIGHT FLOOR
DESCRIPTION
Superlight balances the demands of both workplace
and home with a combination of minimal form and
maximal function. Superlight is a task light reduced
to its essence. A gestural line in space resulting in
a precise yet playful structure defying gravity with
an appearance of near weightlessness. Superlight
achieves fluid, sweeping movement in every direction
with a full 3-axis range of motion providing warm,
glare-free LED light exactly where you need it.
Superlight is available as a desk, floor, wall, clamp or
grommet mounted fixture.
FIXTURE TYPE
Floor
LIGHT SOURCE
High-output LED array
PRODUCT CODES
Superlight Floor (White):
Superlight Floor (Black):

SUPE FL WHT_EU
SUPE FL BLK_EU

LIGHT CONTROL
Touch Switch
FEATURES
3-axis rotation at each joint
Ultra-light minimal frame
Felt base pad
Advanced LED array eliminates multiple shadows
Ships flat-packed
Full-range dim
SPECIFICATIONS
Voltage: 100/240V 50-60Hz
Power comsumption: 8.5W
Color temperature: 3000K
Luminosity: 700 Lumens
Luminaire efficacy: 81 Lumens/watt
Color rendition index: 85+
50K hour lifespan
Cord length: 9’ (274cm)
Global multi-plug adapter availalble
1 year warranty
CERTIFICATIONS

PACKAGING WEIGHT AND DIMENSIONS
Superlight Floor:
12.5LBS 28’’ X 9’’ X 3.5’’
5.7KGS
71cm X 23cm X 9cm
NOTES
Custom requests can be considered on volume orders
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